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Learning Indices for Conceptual Information Retrieval

1. nutroduction"
Conceptual information retrieval involves indexing and retrieving textual information based

on an interpretation of its "meaning." As discussed in [Schank8l], this approach has a number of
advantages over standard information retrieval systems based on keywords. However, conceptualinformation retrieval requires the ability to "understand" natural language text. which is a very
difficult task requiring a large amount of world knowledge. Systems for understanding natural
language text (for example [Cullingford78, DeJong82. Dyer83]) generally encode relevant world
knowledge in terms of scripts or schemata [Schank77]. The amount of world knowledge
represented in terms of schemata larely determines the performance of such a system. Experience
with the FRUMP system [DeJong82] indicated that robustness of a text understanding system is
directly related to the number of schemata it possesses.

However. anticipating and encoding all the schemata required for a robust natural language
system is impossible for both theoretical and practical reasons. Theoretically. texts can display
novel patterns unknown to the implementors of a natural language system. If the natural language
system is to respond properly. it must discover such new concepts automatically. Practically. the
number of schemata required to cover most natural language domains is prohibitively large and
prevents manual programming of all of the necessary concepts. Once again. automatic schema
acquisition is essential.

To make the problem more concrete, consider the following example. Suppose we are
interested in an automatically updated data base of international trade news stories. We connect
the Associated Press newswire to our computer which analyzes trade news stories and Ales them
away for future reference. Conceptually similar stories should be filed together so that a human
can easily find relevant information. When a news story arrives, it is analyzed for its conceptual
content. This conceptual representation is then added to the data base. Such conceptual processing.
while difficult. is becoming increasingly well understood in artificial intelligence, and experimental
systems have been constructed for automated conceptual data base updating. for example the CyFr
system (Schank81]. The indices for each story are the important schemata that are reported in the
story. In moat current artificial intelligence systems. the entire range of schemata is defined by a
human when the system is implemented. This means that for our conceptual data base system. all
possible idices are defined by the time the system sees its first story.

This is unfortunate because input texts can sometimes illustrate novel patterns that them-
selves should be made into index items. Consider a story about Japan dumping steel in the USA.
The story reports that the price of Japanese steel is below Japan's production cost. If the system
implementors did not think of the possibility of intentionally selling a product at a loss, the system
will founder on the story. The system may recognize the story as an instance of international
trade between the USA and Japan. and that the product is steel which Japan is producing and the
USA is purchasing. It might note that the price is unnaturally low. But it will fundamentally
misunderstand the point and. therefore. miscladf y the story. When a human reader is presented
with such a story. be can recognize why dumping steel is profitable in the long run for the Japanese
government. It provides fuller employment at home. it pacifies labor. it acquires foreign currency.
it stimulates the local economy, and it generates a larger national tax base. In his normal course of
procesmng the story. the human reader has constructed the new concept of "dumping" a product. If
the reader later encounters a story about Brazil seiling processed sugar beets to Canada at a loss. he
can immediately draw a parallel to the Japanese steel story. This is because both stories, for hun.
are utwances of the sam umportant concept. even though they are superficilly very different.

It a extremely difficult for current computer systems to index these items together in a data
base. A computer system. unable to acquire , concept for dumping a product. cannot re.ognize the
important similarities. For a computer system. the stories look very different: the countries
involved are different, the products are different, and the prices (while both abnormally low) are
very diferent. In fact. it will never occur to the computer system that these stories should be
compared. There w no more similarity between these storis than between thousands of others.
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Leaing In ces for Concepttal Information Retrieval

This is a major flaw of current natural language systems. They cannot acquire new concepts for
themselves. The example system cannot augment its set of conceptual indices automatically.

This paper concerns a prototype system called GENESIS which acquires new schemata in the
normal course of processing natural language narratives. These schemata are used to improve
future procesming and also to index future instances so that the system can notice similarities
among texts unforeseen by the system's implementors. The GENESIS system is an expantion-
based learning system [DeJong86. Mitchell86] which means that it acquires a new schema by
analyzing the causal structure of a single specific example. Since GENESIS's learning and under-
standing abilities have been described elsewhere (e.g. [Mooney85a, Mooney85b. Mooney86]). this
paper focuses on its recently added ability to use the schemata it learns to index and retrieve
specific instances.

2. Smizlarity-Based Learning Systems in Natural Langauge Processing
There has already been some work in learning schemata for natural langauge processing. Both

IPP [Lebowitz8O] and CYRUS (Kolodner84] learn specializations of existing schemata by analyzing
the similarities among a number of examples. For example, IPP started with a general schema for
kidnapping and after processing several stories which describe kidnappings in Italy carried out by
the terrorist group the Red Brigades. it created a specialized schema for kidnappings in Italy in
which the Red Brigades is the default kidnapper. Later. wben IPP encounters an article describing a
kidnapping in Italy in which the kidnappers are not mentioned, it assumes the Red Brigades is the
responsible party. CYRUS also learned specializations in a similarity-based manner and. in addi-
tion. used them to index and retrieve specific events. For example. CYRUS started with a general
schema for diplomatic meetings and then learned a specialization in which military aid was the
topic of discusion. Specific episodes involving meetings about military aid were then indexed
under this new schema, and this indexing was used to retrieve answers to questions such as: "Who
has Vance talked to about military aid?"

Learning new concepts by detecting and analyzing the similarities and differences among a
number of examples is an important and well-researched area in machine learning [Michalski83a.
Michalskig3b. Quinlan&6. Winston75]. However. as discussed in several recent publications (e.g.
[MitchellS6. Murphy85]). there are a number of problems and inefficiences with this approach. The
main problems are that it requires a relatively large number of representative examples and fails to
take advantage of existing domain knowledge. If the examples encountered by such a system are
not representative, the concepts they learn can incorporate spurious correlations which are not a
legitimate part of the concept. For example. if all the examples of *dumping of a product" given to
a similarity-bsed system just happen to involve the sale of steel, it will most likely consider steel
to be an important part of the new concept.

In addition. both IPP and CYRUS learned specializations of existing schemata and could not
learn schemata which were novel cornhnatioeu of existing schemata. In text comprehension. many
new concepts involve combining known actions together in a novel way in order to achieve a goal.
PAM [Wilensky78] was a plan-based text comprehension system which was capable of understand-
iug such situations; however, it did not learn from its experience in order to improve future perfor-
mance or to conceptually index and retrieve instances.

3. ONIMS Overview
Unlike CYRUS or [PP. GENESIS is an explanation-based learning system which learns a plan

schema from a single instance by determining why a particular sequence of actions encountered in a
specific story allowed the actors to achieve their goals. The specific instance is then generalized into
a schema by removing all of the properties. actions, and relations which do not contribute to this
causal explanation. A formal description of the generalization algorithm is given in (Mooney86].

Figure 1 illustrates the overall organization of the system. First. the parser. a modified ver-
sion of McDYPAR (DyerS3I. pases English text into assertions in predicate calculus. These

2
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sertions represent information about the actions, states, and objects in the text. These representa-
tions are interpreted by the explanation-builder which builds a causal model of the text. The expla-
nation builder attempts to construct explanations for observed actions by causally connecting them
to other actions and to characters' goals. This module employs a combination of plan-based
[Wilensky78. Wilensky83] and script-based [Cullingford78. DeJong82] understanding mechanisms
which acces plan schemata stored in the schema ibrary. If a character in a narrative achieves an
important goal through a novel combination of actions, the geeralizer generalizes this combination
of actions into a new schema. The learned schema is then stored in the schema library where it is
available to aid the processing of future texts.

GENESIS also has small modules for answering questions and paraphrasing narratives. The
question-anwerer analyzes explanations in the causal model in order to answer questions about
how and why characters performed certain actions. The paraphraser uses the most comprehensive
schemata detected in the narrative in order to construct a paraphrase. Both of these modules use
the generator to translate predicate calculus assertions into English text.

After procesing a narrative, the indexer stores the causal model constructed for this piece of
text in the lon -erm store and indexes it under the most comprehensive schemata used in interpret-
ing the story. When answering questions about a particular narrative, the retriever can be
instructed to retrieve past episodes which are indexed under the same schema used to interpret the
current text. These modules allow GENESIS to function as a conceptual retrieval system which.
during normal operation. auwmatically learns new ways to index events.

4. Example Operation of GENESIS
This section presents a sample run of GENESIS which illustrates its ability to learn schemata

from a single instance and to use them in indexing and retrieving specific episodes.

First, the system learns schemata for "kidnapping for ransom" and "murder for inheritance."
In each cse, it learns the schema from a single narrative and saves the causal model it built for the
specific episode, indexing it under the new schema. A trace of the system learning these two sche-

~~mata follows. The names the system gives to the new schemata (Murder~nherit and CaptureBar- "

gain) are formed simply by concatenating the names of the major actions in the schema.

Tes
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45_(Processtory STORY14)
Input Claudius owned an estate. Agrippina gave him a poisonous mushroom and he died. Agrip-

pina inherited the estate.

Thematic goal achieved: Agrippina is happy that Agrippina has the estate.
Explanation suitable for generalization. Pruning.. Generalizing... Packaging...
Creating New Schema: (MurderInherit ?x40 ?yl0 ?d2)

?x40 is a character. ?d2 is a person. ?x40 murders ?d2. ?ylO is a valuable. ?d2 has ?ylO. ?x40 is
?d2's heir. ?x40 inherits ?d2's ?ylO.

Having: ?x40 murdered ?d2. suggest MurderInherit

Remembering story as MurdernheritStoryl

Ready for questions:

46_(ProcessStory STORY1)

Input: Fred is Mary's father and is a millionaire. John approached Mary and pointed a gun at her.
She was wearing blue jeans. He told her if she did not get in his car then he would shoot
her. He drove her to his hotel and locked her in his room. John called Fred and told him
John was holding Mary captive John told Fred if Fred gave him 250000 dollars at Trenos
then John would release Mary. Fred gave him the money and John released Mary.

Thematic goal achieved: John is happy that John has the $250000.
Explanation suitable for generalization. Pruning.. Generalizing...Packaging...
Creating New Schema: (CaptureBargain ?x97 ?a52 ?bll ?c4 ?yl5 7119)

?bl I is a person. ?c4 is a location. ?x97 is a character. ?bl I is free. ?x97 captures ?bl 1. ?&52 is a
character. ?x97 contacts ?a52 and tells it that ?b1 is ?x97"s captive. ?yl5 is a valuable. ?x97
wants to have ?yl5 more than it wants ?bll to be ?x97s captive. ?a52 has a positive relationship
with ?bll. a52 has ?yl5. ?x97 and ?a52 make a bargain in which ?x97 releases ?.bll and ?a52
gives ?x97 ?yl5 at ?119.

Having: ?x97 captured ?bl 1. suggest CaptureBargain
Having: ?x97 contacted ?a52 and told it that ?b1 1 was ?x97's captive, suggest CaptureBargain
Having: ?x97 and ?a52 made a bargain in which ?x97 released ?bl 1 and ?a52 gave ?x97 ?yl5 at
7119. suggest CaptureBargain

Remembering story as CaptureBargainStoryl

Ready for questions:

After learning these schemata, the system is given two more -murder for inheritance" stories and
one more "kidnapping for ransom" story. Each of these narratives is interpreted as an instance of
one of the newly learned schemata and its causal model is saved in the long-term store, indexed
under that schema. After processing the final instance of each of the new schemata. GENESIS is
instructed to: "Review similar stories." This causes the system to retrieve past episodes which are
indexed under the same schema used to interpret the present story and make them available for
question answering and paraphrasing. Reviewing is done by temporarily replacing the causal model
of the current text with the causal model previously constructed and saved for the episode being
reviewed.

47_(ProcesStory STORY15)

Input: Gene is Martha's husband and is a millionaire. She shot him and he died. Martha got
1000000 dollars.

S.
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Thematic goal achieved: Martha is happy that Martha has the $1000000.

Remembering story as MurderInheritStory2

Ready for questions:

48_(ProcessStory STORY2)

Input: Ted is Alice's husband. He won 100000 dollars in the lottery.

Thematic goal achieved: Ted is happy that Ted has the $100000.
Bob imprisoned Alice in his basement. Bob got 75000 dollars and released Alice.

Thematio goal achieved: Bob is happy that Bob has the $75000.

Remembering story as CaptureBargainStory2

Ready for questions:

> Summarize story.
Alice was free. Bob captured Alice. Bob contacted Ted and told him that Alice was Bob's captive.
Bob wanted to have $75000 more than he wanted Alice to be Bob's captive. Ted had a positive
relationship with Alice. Ted had the $75000. Bob and Ted made a bargain in which Bob released
Alice and Ted gave Bob the $75000.

> Where did Bob confine Alice?
Bob confined Alice in the basement.

> Why did Ted want Alice free?
Because Ted was Alice's husband.

>Review similar stories.
There is one other instance of this schema. Review it? yes
Reviewing CaptureBargainStoryl
Ready for questions:

>Summarize story.
Mary was free. John captured Mary. John contacted Fred and told him that Mary was John's cap-
tive. John wanted to have $250000 more than he wanted Mary to be John's captive. Fred had a
positive relationship with Mary. Fred had the $250000. John and Fred made a bargain in which
John released Mary and Fred gave John the $250000 at Trenos.
> Why did Fred want Mary free?
Because Fred was Mary's father.

> Where did John confine Mary?
John confined Mary in the room.

> How did John communicate to Fred?
John called Fred and told him that Mary was John's captive.

Review finished.
> 49_(ProcessStory STORY17)
Input: Mary is the Bobs mother and is a millionaire. Someone strangled Mary. Bob got $1000000.

Thematic goal achieved: Bob is happy that Bob has the S1000000.

Remembering story as MurderlnheritStory3

Ready for questions:

> Summarize story.

M11,1101100,11, 12111IZM~~h , O
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Bob murdered Mary.Mary had $1000000. Bob was Mary's heir. Bob inherited Mary's $1000000.

> How did Bob murder Mary?
Bob strangled Mary.

>Why was Bob Mary's heir?
Because Mary was Bob's mother.

> Review similar stories
There are 2 other instances of this schema. Enter number of story to be reviewed> 1
Reviewing MurdernheritStoryl
Ready for questions:

> Summarize story
Agrippina murdered Claudius. Claudius had an estate. Agrippina was Claudius's heir. Agrippina
inherited Claudius's estate.

>How did Agrippina murder Claudius?
Agrippina poisoned Claudius with the mushroom.

There are 2 other instances of this schema. Enter number of story to be reviewed> 2
Reviewing MurderlnheritStory2
Ready for questions:

> Summarize story
Martha murdered Gene. Gene had $1000000. Martha was Gene's heir. Martha inherited Gene's
S1000000.

>How did Martha murder Gene?
Martha shot Gene and killed him.

> Why was Martha Gene's heir?
Because Gene was Martha's husband.

There are 2 other instances of this schema. Enter number of story to be reviewed>

Review finished.

GENESIS is also capable of learning new words which describe learned schemata and using
these words to retrieve instances of their associated schemata. GENESIS's word learning abilities
are described in more detail in [Mooney87]. Here we will simoly present a trace which illustrates
the system's ability to use learned words as another index for retrieving past episodes. First. the
system is given a "kidnapping for ransom" story in which the word "kidnap" is explicitly men-
tioned. Given the surrounding context and the use of the word, GENESIS infers that "kidnap"
refers to its CaptureBargain schema (see [Mooney87] for details of this process). The system is
then given another story about an inheritance' . and then asked to: "Review kidnapping stories."
Given its inferred knowledge about the word "kidnap" and some knowledge of English morphol-
ogy, it interprets this as a command to review past instances of its CaptureBargain schema.

62_(ProcessStory STORY8)

Input: Gene is Martha's husband and is Jane's father. Tom locked Jane in his basement. He got
75000 dollars and released Jane.

IThis narrative was orginally constructed to present a situation which does not activate the system's learned Murder-
Inheritl whema even though it refers to a death and an inheritance. Notice 'hat this episode is not stored as an instance ofMurderhahenit

6
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Thematic goal achieved: Tom is happy that Tom has the $75000.

Gene told Martha that someone kidnapped Jane.

Remembering story as CaptureBargainStory3

Ready for questions:

63_(ProcessStory STORY16)

Input: Mike is Jan's husband and is a millionaire. Mike died. Jan inherited 1000000 dollars.

Thematic goal achieved: Jan is happy that Jan has the $1000000.

Ready for questions:

> Summarize
Mike died. Jan inherited Mike's $1000000.

> Review kidnapping stories.
There are 3 instances of CaptureBargain. Enter number of story to be reviewed> 3
Reviewing CaptureBargainStory3

Ready for questions:

>Summarize
Jane was free. Tom captured Jane. Tom contacted Gene and told him that Jane was Tom's captive.
Tom wanted to have $75000 more than he wanted Jane to be Tom's captive. Gene had a positive ,
relationship with Jane. Gene had the S75000. Tom and Gene made a bargain in which Tom
released Jane and Gene gave Tom the $75000.

There are 3 instances of CaptureBargain. Enter number of story to be reviewed>

Review finished.

5. Conclusions

We have argued that it is important for a natural language processing system for conceptual
information retrieval to be able to learn new schemata during its normal course of its operation.
Previous text processing systems which learned schemata. such as IPP and CYRUS. used
similarity-based learning techniques and could learn only specializations of existing schemata.
GENESIS is an explanation-based learning system which learns schemata defined by a novel combi-
nation of existing plans. It uses its learned schemata to index and retrieve specific past episodes as
well as to improve its ability to process narratives. These features make it interesting as an initial
prototype for a robust conceptual information retrieval system which improves its performance
with experience and is able to accommodate unforeseen situations.
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